BIMODAL NANOINDENTATION RESPONSE OF THE (001) FACE IN CRYSTALLINE SODIUM SACCHARIN DIHYDRATE
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The nanoindentation response of the (001) face of sodium saccharin dihydrate is examined. The structure can be demarcated into regular and irregular regions or domains. The regular domains have solid-like and the irregular ones have liquid-like characteristics. Therefore, these domains impart a microstructure to the crystal. The indent face (001) is prominently developed in this crystal and unambiguously presents the regular and irregular regions to nanoindentation. Average values of elastic modulus and hardness show a distinct bimodal mechanical response. Such a response has been observed in the case of intergrown polymorphs of aspirin and felodipine. We examine two possible reasons as to why the responses could be for bimodal in this crystal. The first possibility could be that the two domains correspond to regions of the original dihydrate and a lower hydrate that is obtained by the loss of some water. The second possibility could be that these responses correspond to regular and irregular regions in the structure. Nanoindentation is a very useful technique in the characterization of molecular solids, as a complementary technique to X-ray crystallography, because it samples different length scales.
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БИМОДАЛЕН НАНОВДЛАБНУВАЧКИ ОДГОВОР НА ПЛОСКАТА (001) ВО КРИСТАЛНИОТ НАТРИУМСАХАРИН ДИХИДРАТ

Изучуван е нановдлабнувачкиот одговор на плоската (001) во кристалниот натриумсахаринат дихидрат. Структурата може да се разграничи преку регуларни и ирегуларни подрачја или домени. Регуларните домени имаат карактеристики на цврста состојба, а оние ирегуларните на течна состојба. Затоа овие домени ги прават кристалите микроструктурни. Плоската (001) во овој кристал е посебно развита и недвосмислено ги презентира регуларните и ирегуларните региони на нановдлабнувањето. Средните вредности на еластичниот модул и на тврдоста покажуваат различен бимодален механички одговор. Таков одговор е забележан во случајот на сраснати полиморфи на аспирин и фелодипин. Изучени се двете можни причини зошто одговорите за овој кристал би биле бимодални. Првата можна би можела да биде дека две домени одговараат на подрачјата на оригиналниот дихидрат и на понискиот хидрат добиен како резултат на губење на дел од водата. Втората можна би можела да биде дека овие одговори соодветствуваат на регуларните и ирегуларните подрачја во структурата. Нановдлабнувањето е многу корисна техника за карактеризирање на молекуларни цврсти супстанци, како комплементарна техника на рендгенската кристалографија, бидејќи таа опфаќа различни должински скали.
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* Dedicated to Academician Gligor Jovanovski on the occasion of his 70th birthday.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nanoindentation is a technique that can be employed to quantitatively measure the mechanical properties of relatively small volumes of materials [1–12]. In the crystal engineering context [13–16], this particular feature has been utilized in the recent past to establish structure-property correlations for a variety of molecular solids; one such aspect is in the study of intergrowth polymorphism in active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) such as aspirin [3] and felodipine [8]. The higher spatial resolution of the nanoindentation technique, vis-à-vis X-ray diffraction (XRD), is especially relevant in this context. Since the recorded load, \( P \), versus the depth of penetration of the indenter tip, \( h \), curves is sensitive to the crystal packing and intermolecular interactions, different polymorphs give rise to distinctly different \( P-h \) responses. Thus, it is possible to use the nanoindentation measurements as signature responses reflecting the structure of the material underneath, and in turn, to study the “microstructure”, if any, that exists within a single crystal of an organic compound [3, 8]. In the present paper, we extend this approach to examine sodium saccharin “dihydrate”, more accurately represented as Na(sac).1.875 H\(_2\)O, which is the most common form of saccharin [17–18].

The crystal structure of this compound is very complex and is shown in Figure 1. The compound takes the monoclinic space group \( P2_1/c \) and \( Z = 4 \) with the following unit cell parameters: \( a = 18.5918(11) \), \( b = 28.3628(16) \), \( c = 29.0562(16) \) Å, \( \beta = 93.5940(10) \). The number of species, 362 atoms of which 238 are non-H atoms, in the crystallographic asymmetric unit, make the unit cell very large (\( V = 15614 \) Å\(^3\)). There are 64 Na\(^+\) cations, 64 sac anions and 120 water molecules in the unit cell. It is of interest to note that this dihydrate was originally characterized by Jovanovski and Kamensar [19–20]. The crystal structure was determined simultaneously and independently by Naumov et al. [21] and by Banerjee et al. [22] in 2005. Banerjee et al. [22] have described this crystal structure in terms of an incipient crystal nucleus, and it is therefore of fundamental mechanistic interest. The structure can be demarcated into “regular” and “irregular” regions or domains. In the regular domains, the saccharin anions (sac) are nearly parallel and stacked with an average plane perpendicular distance of 3.69 Å along the b-axis. The Na\(^+\) ions are hexa-coordinated (mean Na\(^+\)⋯O distance 2.39 Å) with water whereas sac and the water molecules are held efficiently with strong O–H⋯N hydrogen bonds (\( D = 2.85 \) Å and \( \theta=165.8^\circ \)). In the irregular domains, sac anions and Na\(^+\) cations (some of which are not necessarily hexa-coordinated but rather penta- and hepta-coordinated) and water are both positionally and orientationally disordered. We had noted previously that there is a significant amount of variability in the structure of these irregular regions, from crystal to crystal. These regular and irregular domains impart a “microstructure” to the crystal, so that the regular domains have “solid-like” and the irregular ones have “liquid-like” characteristics. If this is indeed the case, could one study these domains using the nanoindentation technique? We seek the answer to this question in this paper. In this context, it is worth noting that Kiran et al. [2] examined the nanoindentation response of the (011) and (101) facets of crystals of the title compound and demonstrated fluid flow due to water molecules oozing out during indentation on the (011) face. Kiran et al. [2] examined these faces because they were interested in the mechanism of solvent loss in this compound. Because of the marked anisotropy in the crystal packing, it was anticipated that the mechanical responses on other faces would be quite different. In the present paper, we examine the nanoindentation response on the (001) face, a prominently developed face of the crystal that distinctly presents the regular and irregular regions to nanoindentation.

![Fig. 1. Asymmetric unit of sodium saccharin dihydrate.](image)

The irregular regions are on the left side and the regular regions on the right side. Nanoindentation is performed on the (001) face in other words down the plane of the page.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Commercially available sodium saccharinate dihydrate (Loba Chemie India Ltd.) was used for crystallization. Large single crystals (typical size: 2 cm × 1 cm × 0.5 mm) were grown by slow evaporation of a saturated solution of water at room temperature for a week. The harvested crystals were washed with paraffin oil to remove any small crystallites that might have stuck to their surface. Sub-
sequently, they were firmly mounted on a metallic
stud using cyanoacrylate glue for the nanoindentation
experiments. These experiments were performed on the (001) faces with the Triboindenter
of Hysitron, Minneapolis, USA, equipped with a
three-sided pyramidal Berkovich tip (tip radius of
~100 nm). The loading and unloading rates were
0.7 mN/s, hold time at the peak load of 7 mN was
30 s, and resolution of \( P \) and \( h \) were 1 nN and 0.2
nm, respectively. The \( P-h \) curves were analyzed
using the standard Oliver-Pharr method \([23–24]\) to
extract the elastic modulus, \( E \), and hardness, \( H \).
Around 45 indentations were performed on about 4
crystals.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative \( P-h \) curves obtained on the
(001) faces are displayed in Figure 2(a). Two
measured responses partition themselves into two
distinct sets, which are labeled as 1 and 2 in Figure
2a. Average values of elastic modulus (\( E \)) and
hardness (\( H \)), estimated for these two different sets
of data are listed in Table 1, from which it can be
noticed that \( E \) and \( H \) values estimated for group 1’s
responses are higher, by more than 50%, than the
respective values of group 2. This is further illus-
trated by plotting \( E \) vs. \( H \), which are estimated from
each individual \( P-h \) response. A distinct bimodal
response is apparent. Such a response has been ob-
served previously by us in the case of intergrowing
polymorphs of aspirin \([3]\) and felodipine \([8]\). Data
reported by Kiran et al. \([2]\) on (011) and (101) faces
are also displayed in Table 1. A comparison of the \( E \)
and \( H \) values obtained on different faces of as-
grown crystals clearly shows that the (001) facet of
the hydrate crystal is considerably stiffer and harder
than the other two facets.

While the experimental bimodal response con-
firms the possible existence of two structurally dis-
tinct domains in the title dihydrate, the origins and
length scales of these structural heterogeneities re-
quire detailed discussion. We examine two possible
reasons for this. Sodium saccharin dihydrate belongs
to a complex landscape \([25–29]\) of hydrated and an-
hydrous forms and readily and nearly spontaneously
converted into a lower hydrate, \( \text{Na}_3(\text{sac})_3 \cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \).

![Fig. 2. Load vs. displacement \( (P-h) \) curves (a) and plot
of hardness \( (H) \) vs. elastic modulus \( (E) \) of sodium
saccharin dihydrate crystals (b) obtained with indentation normal to the (001) face

![Fig. 3. AFM images of indent obtained on (001) after indentation](image)
Banerjee et al. refer it to as the Jovanovski-Kamenar hydrate (JK hydrate) [30]. Then, it is possible that the two domains with different mechanical response correspond respectively to regions of the original dihydrate and the JK hydrate. However, if this were the case, one should also have obtained a bimodal response upon nanoindentation of the other faces such as (011) and (101), especially the former. This was not noted by Kiran et al. [2] in their study and the responses are strictly unimodal in their case. The second possibility for the structural heterogeneity could be the regular and irregular regions in the structure, as hypothesized in the introductory section of this paper. A major drawback of this hypothesis is that the domain sizes of each of these regions as viewed on (001) are approximately 18 × 14 Å², whereas indentation sizes, at ~10 × 10 μm², are much larger. Therefore, the domain sizes must be larger than, or at least comparable to, the nanoindentation dimensions for the observation of the bimodal response of the type we observe here. While it is difficult to draw firmer conclusions, it is possible that the reported crystal structure, which by definition is a space averaged structure, is not a really accurate representation at lower length scales and that the regular and irregular regions cover much larger domains than would seem to be the case by inspection of the crystal unit cell. In support of such a view, Banerjee et al. [22] had noted that the molecular positions and dimensions in the irregular regions vary from crystal to crystal. It is possible therefore that the real structure consists of regular and irregular regions, each of dimensions of at least several tens of μm. In other words, some unit cells are fully regular while others are completely irregular. This does not explain the fact that the crystallographic refinement of atoms in the regular region proceeds well for the dihydrate [22].

4. CONCLUSIONS

Nanoindentation is a technique that allows the researcher to explore length scales that are smaller than in crystallography. Accordingly, structural results obtained with these two techniques may be indicative of differences in these distance scales. Other sophisticated techniques like micro-IR, micro-Raman spectroscopy and micro-X-ray diffraction can be applied to analyze the depth of the bimodal response obtained from the nanoindentation experiment. Clearly, more work is required to shed light on this fascinating solid, sodium saccharin dihydrate.
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